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Reflection:
This is the third tranche of ongoing feedback reflections

We continue to have a varied elclectic caseload with amateur and professional athletes plus work-related injuries, general msk and more degerative/arthritic 
injuries and pains. And the occasional cancer and rheumatological case, which are quickly referred on as soon as diagnosis is apprenent.

We continue to tweek the feedback and patients find text links/phone responses easier, but still a lot never get round to feeding back which is frustrating.
We try to leave the link till at least 2 weeks or longer, especially if treatment/injection, so we have an idea of outcome.

We did pilot a VAS score, but patients said they found this difficult to do, and so I only do this for formal reviews and match to intervention, and this 
information is not yet presented in this tranche, but has been favourable in the last ones. See other.

Also, we tweeked questions 11-13 during the questionnaire, and so these did not display correctly in graphic since same score vocabullary was different; so 
these are presented in table.

We would like a higher “hit rate” for replies, but previous experience and d/w colleagues suggests that we should also tread carefully and avoid “chasing” 
patients for feedback – especially if they are busy or perhaps for some reason finding it tricky or irritating to reply, however quick and straightforward we try 
to make it. In the end, the best feedback is the “constructive returns form not ideal outcomes”; in the recent past, the two most obvious examples were 
from a sanitiser that was placed too high on the wall, and an external visiting physio whose communication was poor and below acceptable. Both problems 
were quickly resolved.

The feedback has been overall very positive. Feedback on our “getting the environment relaxed, covid-safe, spacious and accessible has been” constantly 
positive, and goes back to the care in designing the layout and set-up of the clinic from day one. The size of the clinical space, the bespoke fittings and 
allowing lots of time for patients (default to one hour new and at least 40 minutes review as needed, and going over these times, again if needed.

Also, being small, we are in a position to be able to answer patients queries quickly and this accessibility – and patients choosing to odften alert us by text 
(but not share any medical information) has been another area that marks the character of the clinic. In these times or often difficulty quickly accessing 
advice in the NHS, this is a strong characteristic of the FYSICL service that we strive to uphold, not least because it seems particularly valued alongside 
careful considered safe clinical care and informed, patient-centred shared decision making. 

In the meantime, with reflections, listening to patients and colleagues, daily PDP reading and maintaining and improving the CQC processes, FYSICL 
continues to aim to offer the best safest care for patients who choose to trust the service (and our trusted NW network) with their symptoms and their care.


